XMPP was originally specified to be accessed over a simple TCP binding, however there are now multiple bindings including TCP, TLS, QUIC, Websocket and BOSH. Discovery of connection options has been historically difficult, and although XMPP uses SRV records to facilitate TCP and TLS discovery, web bindings have made this more complex. This memo defines an SVCB mapping for XMPP services, allowing them to indicate all current connection mechanisms.
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1. Introduction

XMPP has historically used SRV records to indicate the hostname and port for a given service domain. This is defined within [RFC6120] only for the basic TCP binding, but [XEP-0368] adds a further SRV label (and an ALPN Protocol ID) for the variants operating directly over TLS (instead of using StartTLS). This requires clients to look up two SRV records before combining the results and connecting. [XEP-0206] provides a web binding using an HTTP "long polling" technique, and [RFC7395] then introduces a WebSocket binding. Additionally, [XEP-0467] defines a QUIC binding, and [XEP-0468] defines a web socket binding for the server-to-server (S2S) protocol.

Many mechanisms for discovering all possible bindings have been proposed. These include [XEP-0156], [RFC7711], and [HOST-META-2]. These have often introduced additional HTTPS requests or multiple DNS queries.

Therefore this memo proposes a mechanism for using SVCB records with XMPP, in line with Section 2.4.3 of Section 2.4.3 of [RFC9460].

1.1. Conventions used in this document

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14 [RFC2119] [RFC8174] when, and only when, they appear in all capitals, as shown here.

The word "client" is used here in the sense used within SVCB; in [RFC6120] this would correspond to "Initiating Entity". In particular, a "client" may well be an XMPP server.

2. SVCB QNAME Formation

An XMPP service domain is typically referenced only by the domain itself, without any port specified. Therefore it is not expected that a port prefix will be used.

On the other hand, there are typically two pseudo-schemes used. Servers connecting to one another for the purposes of federation will use the SRV label "xmpp-server", whereas clients connecting to their home service will use "xmpp-client". Both labels are therefore defined here.

Of particular note is that XMPP servers often host multiple related domains - for example, on a server where users are within the domain "example.net", group chat services might reside at "conference.example.net"; however nothing in this specification allows a connecting server to assume that records for "/_xmpp-server.conference.example.net" are the same as "/_xmpp-server.example.net".
3. Applicable Existing SvcParamKeys

3.1. "alpn"

This key indicates the set of supported protocols (Section 7.1 of Section 7.1 of [RFC9460]). There is no default protocol, and so the "no-default-alpn" key does not apply. In the absence of an "alpn" key, the client MUST assume that this record indicates an RFC 6920 TCP (i.e., StartTLS) binding.

If the protocol set contains any HTTP versions, then the record indicates support for a web binding, and either (or both) of the "bosh" or "xmpp-ws" key MUST be present.

3.2. "port"

This key indicates the port to connect to. If omitted, the client SHALL use the default port. Note that while "xmpp-server" and "xmpp-client" have default ports, and the web bindings use the HTTP default ports, "xmpps-server" and "xmpps-client" have a default port registered in this document.

This key is "automatically mandatory" for this binding.

4. Other Applicable SvcParamKeys

"mandatory", "ipv4hint", and "ipv6hint" all apply to this specification as-is.

5. New SvcParamKeys

5.1. "bosh"

This key defines an HTTP path for the BOSH [XEP-0206] binding. It MUST NOT appear unless an HTTP protocol appears in the "alpn" key.

5.2. "xmpp-ws"

This key defines an HTTP path for the WebSocket [RFC7395] binding. It MUST NOT appear unless an HTTP protocol appears in the "alpn" key.

6. Use with web bindings

Clients which operate entirely within a web browser - the original targets of the web bindings - cannot use arbitrary DNS lookups. Deployments therefore SHOULD provide HTTPS records, and MAY provide a [XEP-0156] service in addition.
Clients connecting to a web binding use the XMPP service domain as the name for authentication unless SVCB record is DNSSEC signed, as per [RFC9525]. If a service uses a different name, and DNSSEC is unavailable, then [XEP-0156] provides a discovery mechanism that allows the hostname to be securely changed.

7. Usage in implementations

It is assumed that a given implementation will support a range of bindings, and moreover will have an internal preference. For example, it might prefer XEP-0368 over RFC 6120, or might be only capable of using the web bindings.

Therefore, the procedure for connecting is as follows:

1. First, perform an SVCB query.
2. Order the returned records by SvcPriority.
3. If the lowest priority is 0, then follow the AliasMode record, returning to step 1
4. Otherwise, pick a random record from those with the lowest priority. Clients MAY implicitly weight them by their internal preference rather than truly randomly picking, but MUST honour the defined SvcPriority.
5. Discard any "alpn" values that are unsupported by the client. If no "alpn" values remain, discard the record and return to step 4.
6. Proceed to connect by the remaining protocols, in order of the internal preference.

For example, in the case of an XMPP Server wishing to federate to "pubsub.example.net", which does not support WebSockets, and prefers direct TLS over StartTLS, given the following records:

- _xmpp-server.pubsub.example.net. IN SVCB 0 xmpp.example.net. ;; AliasMode
- xmpp.example.net IN SVCB 1 . alpn=http/1.1,h2 port=5280 xmpp-ws=xmpp-s2s-ws ;; WebSocket binding [RFC7395]
- xmpp.example.net IN SVCB 2 . alpn=xmpp-server port=5270 ;; Immediate-mode TLS [XEP-0368]
- xmpp.example.net IN SVCB 2 . ;; TCP (StartTLS) binding [RFC6120]

The server will initially fetch the SVCB AliasMode record, and issue a second DNS query for SVCB on "xmpp.example.net".

It will then order the records and select the first, which is a WebSocket binding it does not support. This will be discarded.

Next, it will examine the two records at the next highest priority. These are equal priority, but the server prefers to use the direct TLS binding, and so picks that record first.
8. Differences to existing discovery mechanisms

8.1. SRV

Administrators familiar with SRV will note the following changes:

1. There is no mechanism to specify a "weight" within the SvcPriority. This has never been used heavily within the XMPP landscape.
2. SVCB’s AliasMode allows simpler deployment for multiple service domains.

8.2. XEP-0156

1. [XEP-0156] causes the authenticated name to change.
2. [XEP-0156] introduces an HTTP request, which in turn needs to use SVCB queries for efficiency.

9. IANA Considerations

This memo includes no request to IANA, although it definitely should.

10. Security Considerations

Compared to the SRV, this specification is not thought to introduce any additional security concerns. Compared to [XEP-0156], this specification reduces the attack surface, though the authenticated name change is bound to trip everyone up.
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